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Abstract – This paper proposes a new design of a lin-
ear oscillating actuator (LOA) with rectangular topology
of stator and mover. The shape of a permanent magnet
(PM) has a major impact on cost, mechanical strength,
and generation of magnetic flux density. This design
uses rectangular PMs that are relatively cheaper than
tubular PMs. Proposed LOA operates on single phase
AC loading source. All the design parameters are opti-
mized by using parametric sweep and the response of
the LOA in terms of thrust force is compared. The elec-
tromagnetic (EM) force received by the mover is inves-
tigated at various mover positions as well as at differ-
ent values of the current. Motor constant is examined
toward both directions of the force. Resonance phe-
nomena is analyzed using input and output power of
the LOA, which is the unique advantage of the LOA.
Compared to the conventional LOA designs, the output
parameters of the LOA, such as EM force, stroke, operat-
ing frequency and power, show great improvement with
regards of volume of the proposed LOA. This topology
shows significant development in terms of thrust force,
motor constant, easy manufacturing and cost. Moreover,
range of the stroke of proposed LOA is feasible for linear
refrigeration system.

Index Terms – FEM, linear oscillating actuator, moving
magnet, rectangular topology, resonance.

I. INTRODUCTION
Linear oscillating actuators (LOAs) provide linear

oscillatory thrust force directly without using special
mechanism (crank shaft) for converting rotary motion
to linear oscillations [1]. Compared to conventional
mechanism where rotary motion is converted to linear
oscillation, mover of the LOA is directly attached to
the piston and resonant springs. On the basis of simple
structure, high power density and high efficiency, LOA
received extensively more attention in industrial appli-
cations, such as compressor, vehicle suspension system,
and bio-medical equipment [2, 3].

There are three types of LOA configurations
of conventional topologies of LOA: moving magnet,

moving coil, and moving iron. Moving magnet configu-
ration is generally composed of coil housed in the stator
and mover has permanent magnets (PMs) [4]. Moving
coil LOA is comprised of coils placed on both stator and
mover [5]. Moving iron LOA has winding coils on the
stator and mover is only composed of iron of different
shapes. The performance of moving magnet type LOA
is lot better in contrast to the other type of LOAs on
the count of high thrust density, high efficiency, smaller
mover mass, and easy manufacturability [6, 7].

Tubular topology has squeezed structure and pro-
duces high flux density but the lamination of the core
materials is very challenging. The core part of clas-
sical rotational equipment is laminated radially for the
reduction of core loses. However, due to limitation of
low flux density and small stacking factor, a new tech-
nique of axial lamination is analyzed in [8]. This inves-
tigation improves stacking factor that further improves
amount of flux density in the air gap of LOA. Further-
more, back emf and thrust force of the LOA are also
enhanced by using this new methodology. In contrast
to this approaches, rectangular topology of LOA is more
feasible for laminations. Conventionally, a rectangular
topology is analyzed in [9, 10] where an E core stator is
used and four PMs with opposite polarities are placed on
the mover. This topology is simple and easy to fabricate.
Moreover, PM used in rectangular LOA is also of rectan-
gular shape and shape of the PM has significant effect on
cost and housing on the mover. Reduction of iron loses
is studied in [11], where a special formation of grove in
the inner yoke is analyzed. Furthermore, the effect of
number of groves is also examined.

There are two additional significances of LOA over
conventional actuation mechanism: oscillations with
adjustable stroke and operation at resonance frequency.
Stroke of the LOA can be adjusted by input loading to
the LOA. By increasing input power to the LOA, stroke
of LOA increases, enhancing the cooling capacity of the
refrigeration system [12]. Main limitation of high-input
power is more copper loses due to which efficiency of
system reduces [13]. Resonance at LOA is achieved
by exciting it with frequency equal to mechanical
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resonance frequency of the system. Mechanical res-
onance frequency is calculated by using the value of
mover mass and spring stiffness [14]. At resonance con-
dition, least amount of current is required for feasible
operation of the LOA that improves the efficiency of the
LOA [15, 16].

Moving magnet LOA with capability of self-holding
is studied in [17]. This paper analyzed the effect of
slot opening and magnetic circuit on thrust force and
self-holding force. An E-core and C-core LOAs with
different configurations of PMs placed on mover is ana-
lyzed and compared in [18]. A new topology of fer-
rite PM LOA is compared with conventional rare earth
PM LOA in [19]. In this study, all the output parame-
ters of LOA are investigated using ferrite PM, that indi-
cates promising improvement. Another moving magnet
machine is studied that provides both rotary and lin-
ear motion. This design uses rotary and linear arrange-
ment of coils connected axially and circumferentially
[20, 21].

This paper describes a detailed analysis of mov-
ing magnet, rectangular-shaped LOA for compressor in
refrigeration system. Design topology and operating
principle of the investigated LOA is explained. To show
proposed topology in real view, CAD model is used.
All the design parameters are optimized using paramet-
ric sweep tool. Output parameters like thrust force and
stroke are analyzed and compared. Resonance phenom-
ena are discussed by using design parameters, spring
stiffness, and mover mass. Furthermore, all the out-
put parameters are compared with conventional design
of LOA.

II. DESIGN AND OPERATING PRINCIPLES
Mechanical structure of proposed LOA is composed

of two main parts, two C-shaped rectangular stator cores
and mover, as shown in Figure 1. Stators, stationary
parts of the LOA, are further composed of core mate-
rial and windings. Concentrated type winding is convo-
luted through back side of C-shaped stator core. Pole
shoes, the end of two sides of the C-shaped core, are
expanded to provide ease to the magnetic flux as mag-
netic flux lines rebound back through sharp edges of the
core. Direction of the current through upper and lower
stator coils is opposite for that it is wound in opposite
directions. When the coils are excited by single phase
AC, magnetic flux lines are started at one stator leg and
end at the corresponding other stator leg.

Mover, moving part of LOA, is comprised of mover
core and PMs. Two axially magnetized, rectangular-
shaped PMs are housed at both ends of the mover.
PMs’ magnetization direction is opposite and toward the
centered mover core. Mover core is placed between two
PMs and poses a least reluctance rout for magnetic flux
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Figure 1. 2-D topology of proposed LOA. 
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Figure 2. Proposed LOAs: (a) –x extreme position 

of the mover, (b) +x extreme position of the mover. 

 

Fig. 1. 2-D topology of proposed LOA.

originated from one stator pole and ending at the other
stator pole. The faces of the PMs toward the mover core
are made fillet to generate flux lines in diverging mode.
Additionally, fillet PMs help the mover to interact easily
with stator poles.

Operating principles: when the coils of both the sta-
tors are energized in opposite directions, magnetic flux
density is produced in opposite directions. Magnetic flux
density produced by one stator leg links with mover core
and then enters to the corresponding opposite pole of
the same stator. Magnetic flux density of both coils and
PM tends to enters into the corresponding other stator
legs. According to the basic principles of magnetic field
alignment phenomena, magnetic field lines strive to pass
through least reluctance path. To provide least reluctance
path, mover adjusts its position. Moreover, mover expe-
riences an electromagnetic (EM) force in one direction.
Since proposed LOA is operating on single phase AC
so for a positive cycle of an AC, mover experiences EM
force in one direction. Figure 2 (a) shows extreme –x
position of the mover. Direction of the current and rout
followed by magnetic flux density is depicted by sym-
bols and arrows, respectively. During remaining nega-
tive cycle of an AC, direction of electric current becomes
opposite. Hence, the direction of magnetic flux density
through stator poles becomes altered. At this time, mover
receives EM force in the opposite direction, as shown in
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Fig. 2. Proposed LOAs: (a) –x extreme position of the
mover, (b) +x extreme position of the mover.

Figure 2 (b). In Figure 2 (b), mover is displaced to +x
extreme position of the oscillations, as shown. Mover
will receive a reciprocating EM when the coil is loaded
by single phase alternating electric power. CAD model
of proposed LOA is shown in Figure 3. Table 1 shows

Table 1: Dimensions of design parameters of the LOA
Description Symbol Value (mm)
Length of LOA L 80
Height of LOA H 116
Depth of LOA D 100
Mover radius MR 5
Mover Length ML 90
Stator core height SCH 33
Pole shoe length PSHL 13
Coil height CH 20
Coil width CW 56
PM length PML 32
Air gap AG 1
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Figure 3. 3-D topology of investigated LOA: (a) Complete 

view, (b) Open parts view. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. 3-D topology of investigated LOA: (a) Complete
view, (b) Open parts view.

the dimensions of different parameters of investigated
LOA.

III. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
Parametric analysis of different parameters of the

LOA is made by adopting parametric analysis tech-
nique and selecting the best magnitude of the inves-
tigated design parameter. Effect of different parame-
ters like pole area and air gap is studied [23]. Effect
of mover core length on thrust force, mover mass and
operating resonance frequency is depicted in Figure 4.
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procedure, position of the mover is fixed at mean 

position: from where the mover can move 6 mm back 

and forward. Other parameters of LOA like LOA height 

and length are kept constant. Stator leg width is varied 

toward the coil slot. Number of turns of coil is also kept 

changing. This process is repeated for 5 A, 3 A, –5 A, 

and –3 A shown by solid and dotted red and blue lines in 

Figure 5. This process concludes that optimum value of 

stator leg width is 12 mm at which the number turns of 

coil is 800.  

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
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positions of oscillations. Current applied to the coil is 5 

A DC with suitable arrangement of the current direction. 
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toward –x direction. Hence by applying single phase AC, 

mover will experience an oscillatory EM force. Legend 
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         Magnetic flux density received by stator poles using 

5 A DC is depicted in Figure 7. In this procedure, 

magnetic flux density is measured in the mid of air gap 

through a line in front of stator poles. Doted red and solid 

black lines show magnitude of magnetic flux density 

received by right, upper, and lower stator poles, 
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Figure 5. Stator pole width optimization. 
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In this procedure, length of the PM is kept constant while
mover core length is varied, due to which the overall
length of the mover is also changed. EM force is ver-
ified for both directions of the current of value 5 A, as
shown by red lines. Since, by increasing mover length,
mover mass is also increased which further effects the
value of operating resonance frequency. Blue and pink
lines show effect of mover core length on mover mass
and operating resonance frequency for spring stiffness of
50 KN⁄m, respectively. Optimum points are shown by
dotted black squares. Figure 4 concludes that optimum
value of mover core length is 26 mm. Additionally, at
optimum value of mover core length, value of operat-
ing resonance frequency and mover mass are 50 Hz and
0.51 kg, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Stator pole width optimization.

and forward. Other parameters of LOA like LOA height
and length are kept constant. Stator leg width is varied
toward the coil slot. Number of turns of coil is also kept
changing. This process is repeated for 5 A, 3 A, –5 A,
and –3 A shown by solid and dotted red and blue lines in
Figure 5. This process concludes that optimum value of
stator leg width is 12 mm at which the number turns of
coil is 800.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Investigated LOA is simulated and its view is

shown in Figure 6 where mover is displaced to extreme
positions of oscillations. Current applied to the coil is
5 A DC with suitable arrangement of the current direc-
tion. Figure 6 (a) represents +x extreme position of the
mover and rout followed by magnetic field line is shown
by an arrow. At this arrangement of the coil current
direction, mover experiences EM force toward +x direc-
tion. By altering the direction of the coils current, mag-
netic flux density direction becomes reverse, as shown
in Figure 6 (b). At this route of current, direction of EM
force becomes reverse and mover experiences EM force
toward –x direction. Hence by applying single phase AC,
mover will experience an oscillatory EM force. Legend
to the right of simulated view of the LOA shows mag-
nitude of magnetic flux density at different portions of
the LOA.

Magnetic flux density received by stator poles using
5 A DC is depicted in Figure 7. In this procedure,
magnetic flux density is measured in the mid of air gap
through a line in front of stator poles. Doted red and solid
black lines show magnitude of magnetic flux density
received by right, upper, and lower stator poles, respec-
tively. Similarly, doted blue and solid pink lines show
magnetic flux density received by left, upper, and lower
stator poles, respectively.

Electromagnetic force response of proposed LOA
for distinct magnitudes of the direct current is shown
in Figure 8. This figure shows bi-directional EM force
of the LOA for both direction of the DC. From the fig-
ure it is clear that there is linear relation between cur-
rent and EM force. Current exceeding from 5 A value
of the DC, there is some decrease in EM force per
change in current due to saturation of the core mate-
rials. Motor constant (MC): EM force per Ampere
current of the proposed LOA is 120 N/A. Proposed
LOA shows identical MC toward both directions of the
EM force.

EM force response of proposed LOA at differ-
ent positions of the mover is presented in Figure 9.
For proper explanation, every quarter of the figure is
described separately. EM force shown in second quad-
rant displaces the mover from negative extreme position
to the mean position of the oscillations. Mover will be
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stator leg width is 12 mm at which the number turns of 

coil is 800.  

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
             Investigated LOA is simulated and its view is 

shown in Figure 6 where mover is displaced to extreme 

positions of oscillations. Current applied to the coil is 5 

A DC with suitable arrangement of the current direction. 

Figure 6(a) represents +x extreme position of the mover 

and rout followed by magnetic field line is shown by an 

arrow. At this arrangement of the coil current direction, 

mover experiences EM force toward +x direction.  By 

altering the direction of the coils current, magnetic flux 

density direction becomes reverse, as shown in Figure 

6(b). At this route of current, direction of EM force 

becomes reverse and mover experiences EM force 

toward –x direction. Hence by applying single phase AC, 

mover will experience an oscillatory EM force. Legend 

to the right of simulated view of the LOA shows 

magnitude of magnetic flux density at different portions 

of the LOA.  

         Magnetic flux density received by stator poles using 

5 A DC is depicted in Figure 7. In this procedure, 

magnetic flux density is measured in the mid of air gap 

through a line in front of stator poles. Doted red and solid 

black lines show magnitude of magnetic flux density 

received by right, upper, and lower stator poles, 

respectively.  Similarly, doted blue and solid pink lines 
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ing the direction of the current, direction of EM force
becomes opposite as shown in third and fourth quad-
rants. EM force shown in third and fourth quadrants
assists the mover to move from positive extreme posi-
tion to the mean position and furthermore to the negative
extreme position.
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show magnetic flux density received by left, upper, and 

lower stator poles, respectively. 

         Electromagnetic force response of proposed LOA 

for distinct magnitudes of the direct current is shown in 

Figure 8. This figure shows bi-directional EM force of 

the LOA for both direction of the DC. From the figure it 

is clear that there is linear relation between current and 

EM force. Current exceeding from 5 A value of the DC, 

there is some decrease in EM force per change in current 

due to saturation of the core materials. Motor constant 

(MC): EM force per Ampere current of the proposed 

LOA is 120 N A⁄ . Proposed LOA shows identical MC 

toward both directions of the EM force. 
           EM force response of proposed LOA at different 

positions of the mover is presented in Figure 9. For 

proper explanation, every quarter of the figure is 

described separately. EM force shown in second 

quadrant displaces the mover from negative extreme 

position to the mean position of the oscillations. Mover 

will be further displaced to the positive extreme position 

by EM force shown by first quadrant of the Figure 9. By 

changing the direction of the current, direction of EM 

force becomes opposite as shown in third and fourth 

quadrants. EM force shown in third and fourth quadrants 

assists the mover to move from positive extreme position 

to the mean position and furthermore to the negative 

extreme position.  

        Figure 10 shows EM force produced by proposed 

LOA for different peak to peak values of an AC at mean 

position of the mover. Positive value of the force 

indicates that force is toward +x axis and negative value 

of the force shows that the force is toward –x axis.  From 

Figure 10, it is also clear that by increasing peak to peak 

value of single-phase supply, EM force is increased 

equally to both sides. This analysis concludes that on 

sinusoidal input loading, force experienced by mover is 

sinusoidal. 

 

V. RESONANCE 

A. Mechanical resonance 

      By comparison with conventional reciprocating 

compressor, LOA is normally operating under resonance 

condition that enhances the operational results of the 

LOA to a great extent. For proper operation of the LOA, 

minimum input current is needed at resonance condition 

that further leads to high efficiency of the system. Output 

results of the LOA in response to the input current, like 
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Figure 10, it is also clear that by increasing peak to
peak value of single-phase supply, EM force is increased
equally to both sides. This analysis concludes that on
sinusoidal input loading, force experienced by mover is
sinusoidal.
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V. RESONANCE
A. Mechanical resonance

By comparison with conventional reciprocating
compressor, LOA is normally operating under resonance
condition that enhances the operational results of the
LOA to a great extent. For proper operation of the LOA,
minimum input current is needed at resonance condition
that further leads to high efficiency of the system. Out-
put results of the LOA in response to the input current,
like stroke to electromagnetic force fraction and stroke
to current relation of the LOA are high at resonance con-
ditions [12]. Resonance frequency is calculated on the
basis of mover mass and stiffness of the springs installed.
Mover mass is a design parameter of the LOA and cannot
be reduced to a great extent. However, mover mass can
be optimized to some range keeping other parameters,
like EM force and stroke of the LOA at optimum value.
Resonance condition of LOA is achieved by exciting the
coils at resonance frequency. Relationship for determin-
ing the mechanical resonance frequency is

fmr =
1

2π

√
k/m, (1)

where fmr is the mechanical resonance frequency in
Hz, k is the spring stiffness, and m is the mass of the
mover. Value of spring stiffness selected in this analysis
is 50 KN/m. The general demonstration of mass spring
system of the LOA is depicted in Figure 11. Mechanical
springs release and absorb energy to and from the system
when it is required.

B. Electrical resonance
General representation of electrical system of the

LOA is shown in Figure 12. In this figure, R is the resis-
tance of actuator windings, XL is the coil inductance, Xc
is the required capacitance to get electrical resonance and
αv is the back emf constant. At electrical resonance,
inductive reactance of the coil is canceled out by capac-
itive reactance of capacitor. For producing capacitive
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Fig. 12. Electrical circuit model of proposed LOA.

stroke to electromagnetic force fraction and stroke to 

current relation of the LOA are high at resonance 

conditions [12]. Resonance frequency is calculated on 

the basis of mover mass and stiffness of the springs 

installed. Mover mass is a design parameter of the LOA 

and cannot be reduced to a great extent. However, mover 

mass can be optimized to some range keeping other 

parameters, like EM force and stroke of the LOA at 

optimum value. Resonance condition of LOA is 

achieved by exciting the coils at resonance frequency.  

Relationship for determining the mechanical resonance 

frequency is 

      𝑓𝑚𝑟 =
1

2𝜋
√𝑘 𝑚⁄                                         (1) 

where 𝑓
𝑚𝑟

 is the mechanical resonance frequency in Hz, 

𝑘 is the spring stiffness, and 𝑚 is the mass of the mover. 

Value of spring stiffness selected in this analysis is 50 

KN m⁄ .  The general demonstration of mass spring 

system of the LOA is depicted in Figure 11. Mechanical 

springs release and absorb energy to and from the system 

when it is required. 

 

B. Electrical resonance 

         General representation of electrical system of the 

LOA is shown in Figure 12. In this figure, R is the 

resistance of actuator windings, 𝑋𝐿 is the coil inductance, 

𝑋𝑐 is the required capacitance to get electrical resonance 

and 𝛼𝑣 is the back emf constant. At electrical resonance, 

inductive reactance of the coil is canceled out by 

capacitive reactance of capacitor. For producing 

capacitive reactance, an external capacitor is used. At 

electrical resonance condition, electrical system of the 

LOA act as a resistive load. Due to electrical resonance, 

LOA offers minimum impedance that improves the 

efficiency of the system. Relationship for finding 

necessary capacitance to produce electrical resonance in 

LOA is  

              𝐶 = 1 4𝜋2𝑓2𝐿⁄                                           (2)    

where 𝐶 is the value of necessary capacitance to produce 

electrical resonance, 𝑓 is the operative frequency of 

alternating loading, and 𝐿 is the coil inductance. 

 

C. Simulation results of resonance analysis 

        As deliberated in earlier section, mechanical 

resonance frequency of LOA is calculated by using 

Equation (1). Additionally, on the basis of operating 

frequency, external capacitance required for creating 

electrical is determined by using Equation (2).  Figure 13 

shows the relation of spring constant with resonance 

frequency which further influences value of external 

capacitance attached in series. During this analysis, 

value of mover mass is 0.51 kg. Figure 13 reveals that 

for spring constant of value 50 KN m⁄ , operating 

resonance frequency of proposed LOA is 50 Hz. 

Furthermore, necessary capacitance to create electrical 

resonance is 30 μF. 

      At resonance, due to minimum variance between 

applied voltage and back emf, minimum amount of 

current is passed through LOA that further provides 

minimum electromagnetic force [22]. Current and 
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Figure 13. Relation between spring constant, 
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Figure 15. Efficiency at various frequencies of the 

proposed LOA. 
Fig. 13. Relation between spring constant, operating res-
onance frequency, and required capacitance.

reactance, an external capacitor is used. At electrical res-
onance condition, electrical system of the LOA act as a
resistive load. Due to electrical resonance, LOA offers
minimum impedance that improves the efficiency of the
system. Relationship for finding necessary capacitance
to produce electrical resonance in LOA is

C = 1/4π
2 f 2L, (2)

where C is the value of necessary capacitance to produce
electrical resonance, f is the operative frequency of alter-
nating loading, and L is the coil inductance.
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stroke to electromagnetic force fraction and stroke to 

current relation of the LOA are high at resonance 

conditions [12]. Resonance frequency is calculated on 

the basis of mover mass and stiffness of the springs 

installed. Mover mass is a design parameter of the LOA 

and cannot be reduced to a great extent. However, mover 
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𝑘 is the spring stiffness, and 𝑚 is the mass of the mover. 

Value of spring stiffness selected in this analysis is 50 

KN m⁄ .  The general demonstration of mass spring 

system of the LOA is depicted in Figure 11. Mechanical 
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Fig. 14. Influence of operating frequency on input cur-
rent and electromagnetic force.

C. Simulation results of resonance analysis
As deliberated in earlier section, mechanical

resonance frequency of LOA is calculated by using
Equation (1). Additionally, on the basis of operating fre-
quency, external capacitance required for creating elec-
trical is determined by using Equation (2). Figure 13
shows the relation of spring constant with resonance fre-
quency which further influences value of external capac-
itance attached in series. During this analysis, value of
mover mass is 0.51 kg. Figure 13 reveals that for spring
constant of value 50 KN/m, operating resonance fre-
quency of proposed LOA is 50 Hz. Furthermore, neces-
sary capacitance to create electrical resonance is 30 µF.

At resonance, due to minimum variance between
applied voltage and back emf, minimum amount of
current is passed through LOA that further provides
minimum electromagnetic force [22]. Current and elec-
tromagnetic force relation derived in [12] are used to cal-
culate influence of operating frequency on input current
and electromagnetic force. Figure 14 shows the values
of input current and electromagnetic force for different
values of operational frequency. Since mechanical res-
onance frequency of proposed LOA is 50 Hz, there is
only a minimum current that passes through LOA which
further yields minimum electromagnetic force.

LOA input power is calculated by multiplying volt-
age across the coils and current flowing through the
coils. Similarly, output power is determined by using
the product of electromagnetic force and velocity of
the mover. Mathematical formulas for current, electro-
magnetic force, and velocity are used which is derived
in [12]. Figure 15 shows effect of operating frequency
on output power, input power which further effects on
efficiency of the LOA. Figure 15 reveals that on reso-
nance frequency, proposed LOA operates at maximum
efficiency. Shifting from the value of resonance fre-
quency in either direction, difference between input

stroke to electromagnetic force fraction and stroke to 

current relation of the LOA are high at resonance 

conditions [12]. Resonance frequency is calculated on 

the basis of mover mass and stiffness of the springs 

installed. Mover mass is a design parameter of the LOA 

and cannot be reduced to a great extent. However, mover 

mass can be optimized to some range keeping other 

parameters, like EM force and stroke of the LOA at 

optimum value. Resonance condition of LOA is 

achieved by exciting the coils at resonance frequency.  

Relationship for determining the mechanical resonance 

frequency is 

      𝑓𝑚𝑟 =
1

2𝜋
√𝑘 𝑚⁄                                         (1) 

where 𝑓
𝑚𝑟

 is the mechanical resonance frequency in Hz, 

𝑘 is the spring stiffness, and 𝑚 is the mass of the mover. 

Value of spring stiffness selected in this analysis is 50 

KN m⁄ .  The general demonstration of mass spring 

system of the LOA is depicted in Figure 11. Mechanical 

springs release and absorb energy to and from the system 

when it is required. 

 

B. Electrical resonance 

         General representation of electrical system of the 

LOA is shown in Figure 12. In this figure, R is the 

resistance of actuator windings, 𝑋𝐿 is the coil inductance, 

𝑋𝑐 is the required capacitance to get electrical resonance 

and 𝛼𝑣 is the back emf constant. At electrical resonance, 

inductive reactance of the coil is canceled out by 

capacitive reactance of capacitor. For producing 

capacitive reactance, an external capacitor is used. At 

electrical resonance condition, electrical system of the 

LOA act as a resistive load. Due to electrical resonance, 

LOA offers minimum impedance that improves the 

efficiency of the system. Relationship for finding 

necessary capacitance to produce electrical resonance in 

LOA is  

              𝐶 = 1 4𝜋2𝑓2𝐿⁄                                           (2)    

where 𝐶 is the value of necessary capacitance to produce 

electrical resonance, 𝑓 is the operative frequency of 

alternating loading, and 𝐿 is the coil inductance. 

 

C. Simulation results of resonance analysis 

        As deliberated in earlier section, mechanical 

resonance frequency of LOA is calculated by using 

Equation (1). Additionally, on the basis of operating 

frequency, external capacitance required for creating 

electrical is determined by using Equation (2).  Figure 13 

shows the relation of spring constant with resonance 

frequency which further influences value of external 

capacitance attached in series. During this analysis, 

value of mover mass is 0.51 kg. Figure 13 reveals that 

for spring constant of value 50 KN m⁄ , operating 

resonance frequency of proposed LOA is 50 Hz. 

Furthermore, necessary capacitance to create electrical 

resonance is 30 μF. 

      At resonance, due to minimum variance between 

applied voltage and back emf, minimum amount of 

current is passed through LOA that further provides 

minimum electromagnetic force [22]. Current and 

Operating frequency point

Required capacitance

 
Figure 13. Relation between spring constant, 

operating resonance frequency, and required 

capacitance. 

 
Figure 14. Influence of operating frequency on input 

current and electromagnetic force. 

 

 
Figure 15. Efficiency at various frequencies of the 

proposed LOA. Fig. 15. Efficiency at various frequencies of the proposed
LOA.

power and output power increases and due to that effi-
ciency reduces. At resonance frequency, proposed LOA
gives maximum efficiency.

VI. COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL
DESIGNS OF LOAS

Performance parameters like volume, stroke, mov-
ing mass, MC, and efficiency comparison are shown in
Table 2. This section overviews the design and perfor-
mance comparison of investigated LOA with currently
designed topologies of LOA for compressor application.
Topology explored in [19] is moving magnet LOA where
rare earth PM is replaced by ferrite PMs. PMs used in
this topology of LOA is radially magnetized. Fabrication
of such topology is complex and degrades the mechan-
ical strength of mover structure. Moving magnet actua-
tor investigated in [4] comprised of axially magnetized
disk-shaped PMs. This topology is low cost and easy to
fabricate. The main limitation of topology used in [4] is
high mover mass (MM) due to which the value of operat-
ing resonance frequency is low. Another design analyzed
in [6] is moving iron with coil housed on the stator. This
topology has no PMs due to which the design cost is very
low; however, MC of this design is very small. LOA
topology investigated in [12] is E-core stator and mover
composed of radially magnetized PM. Main complica-
tion of this topology is complex mover structure due to
radially magnetized PMs housed. Performance behav-
ior of this design is fair and feasible for refrigeration
application.

Design topology of proposed LOA is simple and
easy to manufacture compared to the conventional
topologies of LOA. Structure of the PMs used in this
topology is low cost and easy to arrange multiple PMs
and to get desired dimensions. Winding of coil is open
to the air, on account of that, cooling arrangement and
replacing are feasible. Moreover, lamination of the core
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Table 2: Parameters comparison of the investigated LOA
with currently designed actuators

Spec. . . . Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref. Prop.
[19] [4] [6] [12] LOA

Moving
Type

PM PM Iron PM PM

Volume
mm3

6.5×105 7.8×105 1.5×106 1.7×106 9.3×105

Stroke
(mm)

15 14 23 8.8 12

Moving
Mass (Kg)

0.27 1 0.62 0.68 0.51

MC (N/A) 115 34.6 14 38 120
Efficiency
(%)

—— 89 87 94 90

part of the proposed LOA is very simple and easy to
assemble.

VII. CONCLUSION
This article investigates and analyzes a novel design

of rectangular structured moving magnet LOA for com-
pressor in refrigeration system. Rectangular-shaped axi-
ally magnetized PMs are housed on the mover. Structure
and operating principle are explained in detail. For better
understanding, CAD model is designed. All the param-
eters are optimized on the basis of EM force and mover
mass. Output results, like EM force and stroke ampli-
tude are analyzed. Time-dependent EM force is exam-
ined for different peak to peak time-dependent input
loading. Resonance phenomena are described and the
influence of resonance frequency on input current, EM
force, and efficiency are investigated. Finally, perfor-
mance and design parameters of proposed and already
designed LOAs are compared. Performance results of
proposed LOA show significant outcomes while having
simple structure and low cost. Moreover, fabrication
complication in proposed LOA is minimum compared
to conventional LOAs. Lamination of core materials is
the most problematic part in tubular topology which is
resolved. Proposed LOA is easy to laminate their core
part. Hence it can be concluded that, proposed rectan-
gular LOA is the best alternative of conventional tubular
topologies of LOA.
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